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Background: There are numerous causes that may lead to growth attenuation. Usually when the 

restricting factor is resolved, compensatory catch up (CU) growth occurs. However, in many cases the 

efficiency of the CU growth is not sufficient to place the child back to its genetic growth trajectory and 

growth deficits are permanent. Furthermore, over the past two decades, it has been increasingly 

recognized that the risk of adult health disorders, particularly metabolic syndrome, can be markedly 

increased by infant CU growth. As milk is an important source of nutrients supporting growth and 

development of infants, we suggest that fortification of food with specific components of milk may 

make the CU growth process more robust.  

Working hypothesis and aims: although the association between nutrition and growth is a common 

knowledge; the exact nutritional factors required for efficient CU growth are still unknown. The 

primary aim of the study is to study the effects of different milk components on linear growth and CU 

growth in food restricted young rats, to improve their CU growth both in efficiency, bone quality and 

reduced adult onset metabolic complications.  

Methods: Pre-pubertal young rats were either fed normal chow ad libitum or subjected to 40% food 

restriction for 10 day followed by re-feedings, with diets containing whey, casein or a combination of 

both, as the sole source of dietary protein. 

Results &discussion: In spite of the fact that both proteins are of high quality, we found significant 

differential effect on linear growth, body weight, bone length and growth plate height. Furthermore, a 

significant effect was observed on bone structure as well as on the microbiome composition. Our 

results suggest that whey had a better effect on linear growth, bone structure, weight gain and 

microbiome composition, suggesting it is the basis of the diet for children with growth attenuation. . 
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